


Dear Sir/Ma’am, 
 
 

MATRIX, The Mathematics Education Society of Cluster Innovation Centre, 
University of Delhi, is here with its 2023 edition of its annual Mathematics Education 
fest, MATHARIBBEAN- A sea of π-rates.  
The event is scheduled for 2 days, i.e. 9th-10th February 2023, in which DAY-2: 10th 
February 2023, caters to college students of University of Delhi. Hence, we would be 
grateful if you could circulate the message about the event in your college so that we 
receive maximum participation. 
 

The event will consist of the following activities in three phases: 
1- Mathematical Treasure Hunt- 
We prepare a list of mathematical riddles and hide the answers or the clues for the next 
hint at different locations of CIC.  
2- Pitching Business Ideas- 
Get ready with your unique business ideas for the educational technology industry and 
pitch them to see how many customers they attract. 
3- Mathematical Rangoli- 
Its time to colour mathematics with your unique sense of aesthetics and understanding 
of it. 
4- Mathematical Quiz- 
Be ready to evaluate how you relate to mathematics, answer some brain cracking 
questions and win exciting prizes. 
5- Mathematical Gibberish- 
Participants need to guess a word or phrase by decoding the phrase/word that makes 
no sense at all.  
6- Mathematical Pictionary- 
Draw the hints to help your teammate decode the given mathematical statement or 
formula. 
7- Reel making- 
Create fun and unique reels/shorts in the CIC campus involving mathematics. The most 
creative ones shall take away exciting gifts. 
8- Mathematical Antakshari- 
Sing along maths concepts in the most innovative game with a twist of bollywood songs. 
9- Mathematical Tambola-  
Prepare yourself for the thrilling Mathematical Tambola full of fun and excitement where 
players cross off numbers on special tambola tickets as they're read out by the caller. 
10- Open Mic- Poetry and Stand-up- 
Hold your mics tight as we listen to your creative amalgamation of prose and maths. 
You can also choose to hurt your audience’s cheeks by filling the room with their 
laughter (don’t forget to make maths your epicenter). 
 

 

The schedule for the event is as follows: 



 
 

DAY-2: 10th February 2023 

 
 

TIME SLOT ACTIVITIES 

10:00-11:00 Speaker Session 

11:00-13:00 Treasure Hunt 
Pitching Business Ideas 

Rangoli 

13:00-14:30 Quiz 

Gibberish 

Pictionary 

Reels and Shorts 

14:30-16:00 Mathematical Antakshari 
Math Tambola 

Open Mic- Poetry and Stand-up 

 


